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OVER 

10'
tall!

1–ea 0738-36
White 
71" Rocket Balloon

recipe #85

Star ColumnRecipes



ingredients needed:

equipment:

831
Mini Cool Aire®

Dual Pro™ Inflator

BR74HG
Dual Foil +
Latex Regulator
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1–ea 2539-26
22" Bubbles™ balloon

8–ea Q-05-24
5" Yellow Qualatex®

8–ea Q-11-23
11" Red Qualatex®

HS870
Maxi Seal®

Heat Sealer

4–ea 79ST-04 
Citrine Yellow
4" Qualatex® Star

4–ea 71ST-04 
Sapphire Blue
4" Qualatex® Star

4–ea 13ST-04 
Ruby Red
4" Qualatex® Star

94291
2–ea Clik-Clik™ 
Adhesive Strips

2–ea 13CL-36
36" Metallic Red
MagicArch™
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01541
12–ea OASIS®. Glu™
Glue Tape Dashes

W21
1–ea Heavy 
Weights™
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directions:
Air-fill one metallic red MagicArch™ balloon using the low speed 
setting on the Mini Cool Aire™ Dual Pro™ inflator. Air-fill two 
red 11" latex balloons to 11" and tie the necks together to form 
a duplet. Air-fill another identical duplet and twist the two sets 
together to form a four-balloon cluster. Repeat steps to make 
two 5" yellow clusters. Tie an uninflated 260 balloon to a Heavy 
Weights™ balloon weight. Run the uninflated balloon up through 
the hole in the MagicArch™. Lay the red 11" cluster on top of the
MagicArch™ and wrap the uninflated 260 around to secure. Lay 
the yellow 5" cluster on top and secure with the 260. 

Air-fill the Rocket Balloon. Apply two Clik-Clik™ adhesive strips 
facing each other to the bottom of the Rocket Balloon. To secure, 
tie an uninflated 260 balloon into the holes in the adhesive strip. 
Wrap the uninflated 260 around the clusters and through the hole 
in the MagicArch™ and tie into the balloon weight.

Air-fill and heat seal twelve 4" stars. 

Helium inflate the Bubbles™ balloon until wrinkle free. Tie an 
uninflated 260 balloon to the stem. Helium inflate the other 
MagicArch™ balloon and feed the stem of the Bubbles™ balloon 
through the hole. Helium inflate four red 11" latex and make a 
four-balloon cluster. Wrap the stem of the uninflated 260 around 
the cluster to secure. Wrap the air-filled yellow cluster directly 
around the point of the Rocket Balloon and lock into place. 
Lock two red balloons on the cluster directly above the yellow 
cluster. This will secure the top portion of the column into place. 
Use the uninflated 260 to tie and secure the entire top cluster 
to the Rocket Balloon column.

Tape the tails of the 4" star balloons back onto themselves. 
Apply dashes of the glue tape to the back of the 4" stars. 
Secure directly to the Rocket Balloon column.


